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Chapter 3006 - 3007

Suddenly the blade agent shouted.

Sure enough, everyone saw human figures in the front.

According to the detection of the instrument, the energy exploded one by one, exuding
terrifying power.

Everyone is like a star.

shining!

Unmatched energy!

And those little red dots detected are them!

Agents Black Hawk were shocked.

Humans still exist!

Sure enough, just like animals and plants, after absorbing the aura of super spiritual veins, a
qualitative leap has taken place one by one!

In the current environment, a single breath becomes super invincible.

And these people have experienced the energy storm from beginning to end, and passed
through the beams of light to radiate.

Their physique has not only been washed, it can even be said to be transformed.

Blood, internal organs and all aspects of physique have been changed to the extreme!
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It can be said that it is completely different from before.

Even a single strand of hair today contains the ultimate energy!

Not to mention other places.

Everyone has changed from an ordinary human to a super powerful race!

It is much stronger than the race of the eighteen gods before the main gods!

The race that is stronger than No. 76 Forbidden Land does not know where it is stronger!

After all, after the super spirit pulse burst, the aura is too terrifying.

Can make the world environment change drastically.

Not to mention human animals.

After the nourishment and baptism of spiritual energy, one by one became extremely
powerful!

They are powerful enough to explode!

Like a god descending!

Before, all of them claimed to be gods, but they were just powerful races.

But now these people can really be called gods!

Because it’s too strong, too strong.

And the baptism of spiritual energy that suddenly rises is like a gift from heaven.

What is this not a god?

Just pick one out at random, none of them can handle the Black Hawk agents.
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But everyone below is also strong and weak.

Of course, this is relatively weak.

They just mutated and possess powerful energy.

The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3007
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However, there are no gong methods or corresponding methods to use the energy of the
body.

However, some people have their own exercises or method skills.

Can use all the potential energy in the body, possessing the ability to destroy the world.

Soon these people in the Lynx country discovered the footprints of the Black Hawk agents.

However, there is no such thing as those fierce beasts who attack immediately.

“It’s from the War Eagle Nation!!!”

The gathered powerhouses of the Lynx country recognized this as the aircraft of the War
Eagle country.

Agent Black Hawk ordered that all the aircraft landed.

“what happened?”

Agent Black Hawk asked what happened.
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It can be seen that everyone in the Lynx country is also confused.They actually gathered
here slowly.

When the catastrophe happened, they also found various shelters to hide.

Some people with bad luck disappeared and sacrificed in the energy storm.

But most people survived.

Behind it was darkness turning into a colorful world, and beams of light fell.

They find that everything in their bodies has changed.

Especially after being enveloped by the beam of light, the body has undergone
earth-shaking changes!

“Your body has undergone earth-shaking changes, I can understand it! But those strong
energy storms killed and injured a small number of people?”

After learning about the situation, Agent Black Hawk found something wrong.

Such a strong energy storm caused only such a small casualty?

Unscientific!

Take the Bobcat country as an example.

After the energy storm, it must have survived.

Ranging from dozens to hundreds, as many as thousands.

Thousands of people survived such a strong storm of abnormal energy, that is already quite
a lot of people.

But the current situation is that in such a large country, thousands of people may have been
killed or injured.
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Tens of millions of people have nothing to do!

There are also great opportunities one by one!

The result is completely reversed!

impossible!

Is this possible?

Is such a strong super energy storm not lethal?

How can it be?

unbelievable!

They saw the energy storm hit with their own eyes.

Such a powerful device was almost destroyed.

No matter what happens to people?
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